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Interface description for the PC interface
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content

content 1. License terms

1. License terms 2 1.1. General
1.1. General 2 This document describes procedures for communication between a network participant (in
1.2. Completion of the license 2 Hereinafter referred to as "client") and a network service provider (hereinafter referred to as "server")
1.3. Prohibited Uses 2 described. In the following, these procedures are referred to as “protocol”.
1.4. restrictions 2 All rights, in particular the copyright of the protocol, belong exclusively to electronic
1.5. Disclaimer of Warranties 2 solutions ulm GmbH & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as "ESU").
1.6. Changes to protocol and license terms 2 © Copyright 2006-2012 ESU.1.7. Choice of law 2
1.8. Final provision 2 1.2. Completion of the license

2. Interface 3 This license text represents an offer addressed to everyone to conclude a license agreement
The license agreement comes through implementation of the protocol on a data processing system

3. Protocol basics 3 System. The user is provided with non-exclusive, restricted and non-exclusive
transferable rights of use granted.4. Protocol description 3
The implementation of the protocol in client software for PC systems (e.g. home computers4.1. Data types 3 or laptops) is allowed without restriction.

5. Commands 3
1.3. Prohibited Uses5.1. Reset commands 3

5.1. 1. reset static 3 It is expressly forbidden to implement the protocol in a server. In particular falls
5.1. 2. reset factory 3 including the use of the protocol in one suitable for controlling model toys
5.2. Status commands 3 Device.
5.2.1. information 3 The licensee is also prohibited from using the protocol for further communication
5.2.2. status 3 process to develop. This expressly also includes the modification of the existing proto-
5.2.3. Device name 4th kolls.
5.2.4. Track voltage 4th It is also prohibited to implement the protocol in software that is run on other than PC systems.
5.2.5. Soft specification protocol 4th men is executable.
5.2.6. Track shutdown timeout 4th
5.2.7. Stop all locomotives 4th 1.4. restrictions
5.2.8. statistics 4th The licensee and third parties are prohibited from passing on this document or otherwise
5.3. Control and configure locomotives 4th Make the form publicly available. The content is licensed, not sold.
5.3.1. Control the locomotive 4th
5.3.2. Configure the locomotive 4th 1.5. Disclaimer of Warranties
5.3.3. Delete locomotive 5 No responsibility or liability is assumed for the accuracy, content, completeness, reliability,
5.3.4. Return the complete list of locomotives 5 Functionality or suitability for a specific purpose of the protocol assumed. Especially
5.3.5. Multiple traction status 5 In particular, no claims can be made against ESU for damage caused by
5.3.6. Change of address 5 the use of the protocol arise.
5.4. Switch and configure turnouts 5 The protocol is provided "as is" without any guarantee.5.4.1. Switch points 5

No support is guaranteed for the protocol.5.4.2. Turnout indicator 5
6. Error handling 5 1.6. Changes to protocol and license terms

ESU is entitled to change the protocol at any time and without notice. In addition, ESU is authorized7. Speed   conversion 6
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is obliged to unilaterally change the provisions of this license agreement.1.7. Choice of law
This applies to all legal relationships between the parties, including tort law
Law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies. The place of jurisdiction is Ulm.

Copyright 1998 - 2012 by ESU electronic solutions ulm GmbH & Co KG. Error, changes that serve technical progress, 1.8. Final provision
Delivery options and all other rights reserved. Electrical and mechanical dimensions as well as illustrations without Should individual provisions of this contract be ineffective or impracticable or afterduring Any liability for damage and consequential damage caused by improper use, non-compliance with these instructions,

Conclusion of the contract become ineffective or unenforceable, the effectiveness of theUnauthorized modifications and the like are excluded. Not suitable for children under 14 years. In the event of improper use, there is incidentally not affected. In place of the ineffective or unenforceable provisionRisk of injury.
that effective and feasible regulation should come into effect, whose effects the economicESU electronic solutions ulm GmbH & Co. KG is constantly developing its products in accordance with its policy. ESU reserves As close as possible to the objective that the contracting parties with the ineffective ortherefore the right to make changes to any of the products described in the documentation without prior notice
pursued this impracticable provision.Make improvements.

Duplications and reproductions of this documentation in any form require prior written approval The above provisions apply accordingly in the event that the contract proves to be incomplete
by ESU. proves liable. § 139 BGB does not apply.

2

Basics

2. Interface 5. Commands
The Navigator (not Navigator DCC) has a USB-B socket (device) for connection to one The following is a general description of the commands to the Navigator. The first argument
Computer. A driver for an FTDI FT232R USB to RS232 (serial) converter is required. Win- ment is always the command itself. The command can be followed by further arguments (options).
dows 7 comes with the required driver ex works; for any other Windows operating system The description of the commands explains the options supported by each command.
the latest driver can be obtained from the ESU homepage. The following table structure is used in the examples for the individual commands:
A normal terminal program (minicom, hyperterm, putty, kermit, ter- Command to the navigatorResponse of the navigator to this commandraterm) the Navigator can be accessed. The settings are 115200 baud / s, 8n1, none
Handshake. Description of this example

3. Protocol basics 5.1. Reset commands
The protocol is text-based based on ASCII7. The log is line-based. Every command 5.1. 1. reset staticis in one line and is terminated by an ASCII (10) or ASCII (13). Empty lines are allowed
so that any combination of CR and LF can be used as a line separator. The This command deletes the locomotive list of the navigator.
Navigator sends ASCII (13) and ASCII (10) as line separators. Other control characters (ASCII value <32) r static r static
are not allowed and are treated as whitespace or errors.

The Navigator deletes all locomotives from the internal database.The Navigator internally implements a model that contains the locomotive list and the system status.
The protocol can only communicate with the model. The model will automatically take care of
the updates of the remotes and the track, and ensures that the computer interface updates from 5.1. 2. reset factory
Track and the remotes. It also makes the score persistent. The communication
with the model - both commands and updates - happens via events. These are generally only available for r factory r factory
Changes sent to the participants concerned in order to keep the communication load low. The navigator deletes all locomotives, turnouts, settings and sits The computer interface generally receives all changes, as it has the highest bandwidth (115200 baud / s Factory settings back.
vs. 2000-5000 baud / s track vs. <1000 baud / s remote).
Communication with the model through events is asynchronous. Events from the model that
questions generated by the computer interface cannot be triggered by events that are 5.2. Status commands
users are generated. Errors are reported by the Navigator through error events

5.2.1. information(e.g. in the case of syntax errors) or by modification (Motorola 128 speed steps resolves protocol changes
DCC off). I. I <major>. <minor>
The following effects result for the protocol:

Provides the protocol version of the navigator's computer interface
currently• Events to the model can result in zero or multiple responses. 1.0.

• The events from the model can come in a different order than the order of the
Inquiries to the model.

• Events can come from the model that were not generated by the computer interface. 5.2.2. status
• It is not possible to communicate directly with the track or the remotes. In particular it is S. S stop | go mot | dcc notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s[stopall] [prg]

at this level it is not possible to say when a track packet was sent. [overload] [ecos]
• No handshake on RS232 level. The navigator is fast enough to process 115200 baud / s.

and send. The PC has no way of signaling to the navigator that it is slowing down Navigator should send its status.
should do. stop | go track off / on

mot | dcc default protocol Motorola / DCC. Important for idle packa
and Switches.

4. Protocol description notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s track timeout
stopall All speeds and functions have been set to 0.

4.1. Data types There are no separate locomotive update events.
prg The programming track is activeLiteral Keyword, case-sensitive overload short circuit

String Character string enclosed in double quotes. Double leader ecos Navi is operated as a slave to ECoS
quotation marks are escaped with double quotation marks.

Integer Whole number similar to scanf ("% i"), ie digit sequences that start with0x or 0X start
gen are hexadecimal, digit strings beginning with 0 octal, digit strings the
begin with% binary, all other digit sequences interpreted as decimal. When using
The use of octal or binary representation can be the maximum permitted
Line length is insufficient. The navigator uses decimal or hexadecimal
Presentation.

The separation is done by one or more whitespaces. The only valid whitespace character
is the space ASCII (32).

Commands

5.2.3. Device name 5.3. Control and configure locomotives

i 0 [<name>] i 0 <name> <typ> <hw> <sw> <uid> <hwstr> 5.3.1. Control the locomotive

Provides device info for the navigation system l <addr> [<speed> l <addr> <speed> <fun123> <fun4>
<name> Name of the navigation system as a string [<fun123> [<fun4>]]]
<typ> Hardware type of the navigation system Request / control locomotive<hw> Hardware version of the navigation system as <major>. <minor>
<sw> Software version of the navigation system as <major>. <minor> <addr> Locomotive address 1 ... 9999<uid> UID of the navigation system

<speed> Speed   and direction of travel in the format [s] [-] <speed>. A<hwstr> Hardware type of the navigation system as a string A preceding "s" makes an emergency stop (only DCC). A
"-" means driving direction backwards. The speed willIf the <name> is specified when calling, the name is changed. in a standardized 128 speed step display without emergency
stop or change of direction is shown.

Example: <fun123> Functions F0-F12 as integers, F0 is LSB.
1 means on, 0 means off.i 0 i 0 "ESU NAVIGATOR" 4 1.1 1.4 0x00078e8c "ESU NAVIGATOR" <fun4> Functions F13-F20 as integers, F13 is LSB. 1 means on, 0
means off. Functions F13ff are not refreshed.

5.2.4. Track voltage
Examples:

S stop | go S stop | go mot | dcc notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s[stopall]
[prg] [overload] [ecos] l 3 30 l 3 30 0x0 0x0

Switch the track on / off Locomotive 3 is driven in the forward direction with speed step 30 (from
128). No matterwhich speed step option (14, 28, 128) is selected is always the
Speed   normalized to 128.

5.2.5. Soft specification protocol
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S mot | dcc S stop | go mot | dcc notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s[stopall] l 3 -0 0x1002 0x80 l 3 -0 0x1002 0x80
[prg] [overload] [ecos]

Locomotive 3 stops with the direction of travel "backwards". Also, the
functionsDefault and switch protocol Motorola / DCC F1, F12 and F20 switched on. It is not possible to change functions
without specifying the speed.

5.2.6. Track shutdown timeout
5.3.2. Configure the locomotiveS notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30sS stop | go mot | dcc notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s

[stopall] [prg] [overload] [ecos] L. <addr> [<protocol> [<name> L.<addr> <log> <name> <icon>
Timeout of the remotes to switch off the track [<icon> [<fun123> [<fun4>]]]]] <fun123> <fun4>

Configure or create a new locomotive

5.2.7. Stop all locomotives <addr> Locomotive address 1 ... 9999
S stopall S stop | go mot | dcc notimeout | 7.5s | 15s | 30s[stopall] <protocol> Protocol used / speed steps of the form

[prg] [overload] [ecos] (d | m | a | u) (14 | 28 | 128) (without the brackets) (DCC,
Motorola,Advanced Consist (DCC only), Universal Consist).

All speeds and functions are set to 0. m128 is not possible.
<name> Name of the locomotive as a string
<icon> Icon used none | diesel | steam | electric

5.2.8. statistics <fun123> Function F0-F12 as momentary / continuous function. Assignment
s s <current> <voltage> <temperature> As with switching, 1 is momentary function, 0 is permanent

function<fun4> Function F13-F20 as momentary / continuous function. Assignmen
Navigator should send statistics. As with switching, 1 is momentary function, 0 is permanent

function
<current> Current on track as <A>. <MA% 1000> mA
<voltage> Voltage on track as <V>. <MV% 1000> mV Example:
<temperature> Temperature in the navigation system as <temperature> L. 45 d28 "My test" L 45 d28 "My test" diesel 0x0 0x0

diesel 0x0 0x0

Locomotive with address 45, DCC 28 is created. Icon is Diesel, the locomo
nameis "My Test". All function keys are permanent keys.

4th

Commands

5.3.3. Delete locomotive 5.4.2. Turnout indicator

L <addr> del L <addr> del A <keyboard> [<acc-state>] A <keyboard> <acc-state>

Delete locomotive with address <addr>. Delivers / sets the points. Has a purely informative character
and doesn't send anything onto the track.

This only works if the locomotive is not controlled by a handheld controller.
The locomotive has to stop too. <keyboard> Keyboard address / block of 16.

Keyboard 0 holds turnout address 1 ... 16
<acc-state> Bitset with the state of the 16 turnouts of the keyboar

5.3.4. Return the complete list of locomotives 0 is red / branch, 1 is green / straight. The LSB is th
Switch with the lowest address.r get

Navi should send complete locomotive list to PC.

5.3.5. Multiple traction status 6. Error handling
c <addr> [<consist>] c <addr> <consist> If the navigator does not understand a command or cannot evaluate it, instead of the expected

An error packet was sent to the answer.Set / query locomotive consist state
e <command> <errornr> <pos>

<addr> Locomotive address <command> Command with which an error occurred
<consist> Consist to which the locomotive is assigned, or 0 if the locomotive is in<errornr> error number

is not assigned to a Consist. <pos> Approximate position in the line where the error occurred
Form [-] <consistaddr>. is.
Consist must be a Consist locomotive with the address 1 ... 127 and
exist. Preceding "-" if the locomotive is reversing in If there are several errors / packages with the same command, the e

cannotConsist is. CV19 is automatically used by the navigator if necessarycan be clearly assigned and there may only be an error message
programmed with POM. Posted.

Error numbers:
5.3.6. Change of address 1 Internal error

C <oldaddr> <newaddr> C <oldaddr> <newaddr> 5 not feasible (for sat nav)
6 Unknown object

Changes the address of a locomotive. If the change from the PC interface 7 Error when creating the locomotive
comes, the locomotive is not programmed! 8 Fehler beim Anlegen eines Consist
Geht nicht mit Consists. Neue Adresse darf nicht vergeben sein. 14 Adressfehler

15 Consist-Operation Fehler
128 Zeile zu lang

5.4. Weichen schalten und konfigurieren 129 Syntax Error
5.4.1. Weichen schalten 130 Unbekannter Befehl

131 Ungültiger/fehlender Parameter
a a<addr> <state> on|off a a<addr> <state> on|off

Schaltet eine Weiche. Es kann immer nur eine Weiche gleichzeitig im System
geschaltet werden. Wenn 2 on-Befehle in Folge kommen, wird automatisch
für den ersten ein off-Befehl generiert. Die Antwort vom Navigator wird
erst generiert, wenn der erste Weichenbefehl in den Gleispuffer gelegt
wird (im Unterschied zu allen anderen Befehlen, die sofort quittiert
werden).
Wenn zu schnell Weichenbefehle gesendet werden, können diese vom Navigator
nicht abgearbeitet werden. Es wird dann mindestens ein Fehler gemeldet.

<addr> Weichenadresse (1...100) mit vorangestelltem ‚a‘
<state> ‚0‘ rot/abzweig, ‚1‘ grün/gerade
on|off Spulenstrom an/aus.

Anhang

7. Geschwindigkeitsumrechung
Intern werden alle Fahrstufen immer auf 128 normiert. Die Umrechnung wird nach folgender Formel
vorgenommen (C-Code):

// 14 Fahrstufen (15 Fahrstufen mit 0)
unsigned char trk_128to15(unsigned char speed)
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{ speed&=0x7f;
return (speed*14+127)/128;

}

// 28 Fahrstufen (29 Fahrstufen mit 0)
unsigned char trk_128to29(unsigned char speed)
{
speed&=0x7f;
return (speed*28+127)/128;

}

// 128 Fahrstufen (127 Fahrstufen mit 0)
unsigned char trk_128to127(unsigned char speed)
{
speed&=0x7f;
if (speed==127) speed=126;
return speed;

}
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